ACSP Announcements

ACSP News

2022-2024 Call for ACSP Student Governing Board Representatives - View Here

Annual Conference Follow-Up

ACSP2021 Video Library: Email Abstracts@acsp.org if You Want Your Presentation Excluded

Need Verification of Attendance? Email Damien@acsp.org

Need a Conference Receipt? Click Here for Instructions

Conference Session are Eligible for AICP Credits: Learn More Here

Featured News

Thanks to a sponsorship from the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning is pleased to announce two annual awards for promising research studying the connections between planning and entrepreneurship.

The purpose of this award program is to encourage innovative, insightful and timely research in city, community, urban or regional planning that is relevant to questions related to entrepreneurs and their firms as well as relevant to practitioners and policymakers who want to promote entrepreneurship. Research that has direct practical implications and that addresses pressing economic and/or social problems is especially appropriate for these awards.

The author or co-authors of the selected papers receive the award. The author can be a planning faculty member, current planning student or practicing planner.
For 2021, we have a tie for first place. Each group will receive a check for $1500:

**Authors:** Mor Shilon, Dan Kaufmann, Dafna Schwartz and Alessandro Rosiello  
*Smart Specialization: A Spontaneous Four-Step Process in the Mixed Arab-Jewish Region of Haifa and Nazareth*

**Authors:** Edna Ledesma and Cecilia Giusti  
*Why Latino Vendor Markets Matter - Selected Case Studies of California and Texas*

---

## ACSP Dates & Deadlines

### NOVEMBER

November 24-26: ACSP Office is Closed for the Thanksgiving Holiday

November 30: [Annual Conference Survey Deadline](#)

### DECEMBER

December 20: [Deadline for Student Governing Board Applications](#)

December 24: ACSP Office Will Be Closed - Re-Opening January 3, 2022

---

Thank You to Our Year-Round Sponsors

**Alliance Sponsor:**

**Core Sponsors:**

**Association Sponsor:**
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